Top Challenges in
Deal Marketing
Insights from top dealmakers on how to
make your next buyer or investor outreach
more effective.

Deal marketing as a
productivity barrier
Deal marketing is an important stage of the M&A process. However, based on a global survey, 66% of dealmakers
assess only a medium level of efficiency in their company’s current process.1
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Lack of insights + visibility
create challenges

80%

Of dealmakers say lack of insights
on buyer behavior across mandates
is the most challenging factor when
marketing an asset for sale.

74%

Believe that poor visibility on activity
around specific projects is the most
challenging factor.

44%

Think that the provisioning of client
information on project status is the
greatest issue.

Better data + productivity
with Datasite Outreach™
Fully Automated Buyer Tracking

Faster Communication

Real-Time Analytics

Integrated Staging VDR

Review your project status all in one place–from
initial contact to distributing NDAs and CIMs, or
tracking IOIs. Plus If you have a CRM, Outreach
will connect with it seamlessly.

Gain new insights within and across
projects–with instant reporting for senior
management and/or clients.

Watermark documents in bulk and make custom
emails while still owning the communication
from your own Outlook or Gmail account.

Exchange documents with clients and
collaborate on deal artifacts. Then move
to diligence with one click.

For one project we needed to engage around 200 investors. The process was anticipated to be completed within 3 months, but we were
able to reduce this timeframe to 3 weeks (77% time savings). This was all administered by a single analyst using Datasite Outreach.
- Major Multinational Advisor
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